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Abstract: Purpose: This work aims to aid the medical physicist 

with the safe implementation of RapidArc (RA) (Varian Medical 

Systems, Palo Alto, CA) stereotactic radiotherapy treatments 

(SRS/SBRT) into clinical routine, from treatment planning 

system (TPS) configuration to patient plan verification. 

Implementation procedures are applicable to different Varian 

linear accelerators, either equipped with a standard Millennium 

120MLC or a high-definition HDMLC, but always with on-

board imaging. 

Methods: A systematic approach was used to assure proper 

control of the different aspects of the implementation. First, an 

extensive series of detectors (all from PTW, Freiburg, Germany) 

– from numerous single detectors to the 1000SRS/Octavius4D 

3D dose measurement system - were carefully benchmarked to 

assess their dosimetric characteristics, their precision and their 

practical usefulness. This benchmarking was performed 

independently of the TPS. Second, the necessary measurements 

were performed to include small field data in the Analytical 

Anisotropoic Algorithm (AAA) and Acuros (AXB) algorithm 

configuration. Third, validation of the Eclipse small field dose 

calculation was performed for both algorithms, starting off with 

static gantry (small) MLC fields and ending with RA SRS/SBRT 

test plans. Finally, pre-treatment QA procedures were 

implemented, executed and analyzed on all patient treatments. 

Results: While one can do a substantial part of the basic 

validation with a single, high resolution, directionally 

independent detector, a water phantom and a small solid water 

phantom to hold this detector, a single measurement is 

insufficient to assess the geometric precision of the dose-fall off 

during arc delivery. Given the safety requirements for 

stereotactic treatments, it is therefore highly recommended to 

invest in a detector system that can provide 2D and 3D dose 

information as well. The 1000SRS was found to provide very 

reliable planar dose measurements and, in combination with the 

Octavius4D system, measurement-based 3D dose 

reconstructions. It is also the most efficient method, especially 

when multiple lesions are concerned. From the battery of 

validation measurements, it was found that, although the 

algorithm configuration as well as the MLC modeling within the 

Eclipse TPS could benefit from further improvements, the 

currently obtained results are within clinical acceptance for the 

specific requirements of stereotactic treatment plans. 

Conclusions: Target localization remains the key aspect of 

successful stereotactic radiotherapy and should be carefully 

addressed according to the treatment site. However, from a 

dosimetric point of view, when the appropriate measurement 

equipment is available, safe implementation of stereotactic RA 

treatments should be within reach of all radiotherapy 

departments outfitted with an up to date Clinac (or TrueBeam) 

and state-of-the-art on-board imaging.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Intracranial brain lesions have long been treated with 

stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) on equipment specifically 

dedicated to this high dose, high precision technique. 

Gradually, the extremely hypofractionated treatment 

technique has expanded to include small lesions outside of 

the brain and spine, introducing stereotactic body 

radiotherapy (SBRT) in e.g. liver and lung. Delivering such 

high doses per fraction requires high conformity and steep 

dose fall-off to avoid irradiating organs at risk. It necessitates 

appropriate patient immobilisation and image-guidance for 

patient set-up. Technology has evolved significantly since the 

onset of SRS/SBRT. Current day linear accelerators have 

gained in geometric and dosimetric precision, allow more 

advanced treatment optimisation and delivery techniques 

such as IMRT and VMAT, and are often standard equipped 

with on-board kV imaging and CBCT. Because of the rising 

amount of literature reporting favourable therapeutic 

outcome of SRS/SBRT for a variety of clinical indications [1-

12], it is no wonder that there is a growing interest to 

implement SRS/SBRT treatments on these widely available 

treatment units. Although requirements for immobilization, 

treatment planning and delivery can vary significantly with 

disease site, quality assurance and safety issues are similar: 

the delivery of high dose fractions implies that the margin of 

error is much smaller than for conventional radiotherapy. 

Even small inaccuracies in target localization can lead to 

serious under-treatment of the target or severe overdosage to 

the adjacent normal tissue. When adjacent normal tissue 

includes high-risk organs, fractionated stereotactic 
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radiotherapy (FSRT) can be used to provide additional 

normal tissue protection [13]. 

While the most essential aspect of all stereotactic treatments 

is undoubtedly the high precision treatment localization 

during all steps of the treatment process, implementing this 

treatment technique into clinical routine also presents 

challenges from a dosimetric point of view as small field 

dosimetry comes with its own specific problems [14]. Reports 

of past accidents are an unfortunate testimony of this [15-20]. 

Given the beneficial therapeutic possibilities when 

stereotactic treatments are made available, it is therefore the 

purpose of this work to provide practical guidelines on the 

safe implementation of stereotactic treatments on readily 

available radiotherapy equipment, more specifically, on 

Varian (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) linear 

accelerators in combination with the Varian Eclipse treatment 

planning system (TPS). As stereotactic treatments on the 

Novalis (Brainlab, Feldkirchen, Germany) linear accelerator 

in combination with the dedicated iPlan TPS (Brainlab) have 

been around for a while, this is a well-established solution 

and numerous publications on the subject already exist [21-

25]. The iPlan stereotactic treatments are primarily non-

coplanar, conformal arc treatments. The standard dose 

calculation algorithm in the iPlan software is the single pencil 

beam model. It is robust and works well for SRS. It is 

unfortunately less well adapted for SBRT, especially in 

highly heterogeneous media such as lung. With the 

availability of VMAT (RapidArc® (RA)) in combination 

with the more advanced dose calculation algorithms such as 

the Anisotropic Analytical Algorithm (AAA) and Acuros 

(AXB) in the Eclipse planning system, there is a growing 

desire to include stereotactic treatment planning into the 

Varian integrated environment. A number of publications 

exist on this subject already [26-41], presenting mostly 

planning studies but also reporting clinical treatments. On the 

topic of dose calculations in lung lesions, planning studies 

present a comparison between the AAA and AXB 

calculations or compare the respective dose calculations to 

measurements in heterogeneous phantoms. Conclusions are 

unanimous: AXB dose calculations are superior to AAA 

when it comes to heterogeneity corrections. While lung 

SBRT is very sensitive to the heterogeneity correction 

method, it is less dependent on small field dosimetry as the 

lung lesions generally require larger field sizes than cranial 

SRS. It is even so that for lung SBRT, the Eclipse dose 

calculation algorithms often do not even have to be specially 

configured below the standard minimum field size of 3x3cm2. 

This does not hold for cranial SRS for which the small field 

data definitely need to be added to the algorithm 

configuration. Initial assessments of the AAA and AXB 

accuracy for small fields were reported and found to be 

promising [42]. Numerous and elaborate guidelines on TPS 

validation for stereotactic treatments exist, but these are all 

general guiding principles and not solution specific [14]. In 

addition, with the rising interest in stereotactic treatments, 

improved single detectors and user friendly 2D and 3D 

measurement devices have become commercially available 

relatively recently, potentially liberating the medical 

physicist from the tedious and error prone film or gel 

dosimetry. Dosimetric characteristics of almost all of the 

available detectors have been reported in literature, but 

mostly on a fundamental basis and not in the framework of 

TPS-specific usefulness [43, 44-46]. Silicon diode detectors 

are commonly used but are not dosimetrically water 

equivalent, resulting in energy dependence and fluence 

perturbation for field sizes with a dimension below 1 cm. The 

relatively new synthetic microDiamond (PTW, Freiburg, 

Germany) detector provides superior water equivalence to 

diode detectors but has a slightly larger cross-section than 

diodes. It has become clear that, up to date, there is no real-

time detector available that can accurately measure output 

factors down to field sizes of 5 mm without the use of 

correction factors. Numerous groups have worked to derive 

appropriate correction factors through comparison with 

Monte Carlo simulations, Gafchromic EBT2 film and plastic 

scintillators [47, 48, 49]. Unfortunately, beyond field 

dimensions of the order of 1 cm, the exact values of the 

tabulated correction factors differ between publications, 

sometimes by considerable amounts. The origin of the 

differences is difficult to trace, but they at offer another 

illustration of the delicacy of small field data acquisition. It 

is, however, not the goal of our work to elaborate on the 

small(est) field correction factors. On the contrary, while 

these factors may be applicable for stereotactic dose delivery 

through cones or other fixed field apertures, their practical 

use in modulated stereotactic treatment delivery is 

unfortunately very limited. Even for the simple output factor 

measurements, while correction factors exist for a 1x1 cm² 

field, rectangular fields up to 1x40 cm² need to be acquired 

for algorithm configuration and there are no published values 

for these narrow, elongated field dimensions. Moreover, in 

clinical practice, when validating patient treatments 

consisting of modulated fields with aperture openings that 

vary during delivery, applying such correction factors is 

simply not feasible from a practical point of view. In this 

study, we therefore study the different detectors without the 

use of any field size dependent correction factor. This more 

pragmatic approach allows us to assess which detectors 

qualify for use in clinical practice when varying beam 

apertures complicate the use of appropriate correction factors. 

The extensive literature on different detectors can be 

overwhelming and does not necessarily facilitate the choice. 

It is, however, important to not blindly select a detector based 

on its fundamental properties but to also take into account the 

practical implications of the detector choice for the task at 

hand. As the latter are often hard to judge without actually 

purchasing the equipment, we have tried to present a practical 

overview specific to the needs of the Eclipse TPS and the 

RapidArc treatment modality. 

The manuscript outlines a procedure for performing basic 

benchmarking of available QA equipment. Once the 

behaviour of the chosen detector(s) has been confirmed 

and/or quantified, one can proceed to the small-field specific 

algorithm (AAA or AXB) configuration and subsequent 
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validation. As a final step, possible patient QA procedures are 

addressed and compared. With the QA steps outlined from 

start to finish, we hope to aid the medical physicist with the 

safe implementation of stereotactic RA treatments into 

clinical routine. 

 

As VMAT optimization offers new possibilities for 

optimizing the dose distribution to the target, the traditional 

non-uniform stereotactic target coverage can now be made 

more homogeneous through VMAT delivery. Whether or not 

the customary 70 to 100% dose gradient in the target needs to 

be maintained or whether it would be beneficial to strive 

towards a more uniform dose distribution, is a clinical debate 

and beyond the scope of this work. On a similar note, now 

that the treatment beam output within an arc can be better 

optimized, the need for elaborate couch rotations should be 

subjected to critical revision. Reducing the number of couch 

rotations in a plan facilitates accurate patient localization by 

means of the on-board imaging and therefore merits serious 

consideration. Although the actual RA optimization is again 

not the subject of this manuscript, the choice of treatment 

geometry does have an impact on the possible QA 

procedures. We therefore address all geometries, from 

drastically non-coplanar to entirely coplanar arc delivery. 

 

For the medical physicist, dosimetric issues are similar 

between SRS, SBRT and FSRT as they are mostly related to 

the small field size rather than to the dose per fraction. For 

the purpose of this work, we will therefore reduce the amount 

of acronyms used and refer to all of the above as stereotactic 

radiotherapy (SRT).  

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

All data were acquired on either a Clinac iX (Varian) dual 

energy accelerator (6&18 MV (at CH Mouscron), 6&23 

MV(at CHU Réunion)) equipped with a 120 Millennium 

MLC (120MLC) or on a NovalisTX (Brainlab) (at CHU 

Namur) linear accelerator (6MV, 6MV_SRS and 18MV) 

equipped with the high definition MLC (HDMLC). The focus 

being on stereotactic treatments, all presented data in this 

work concern the 6MV or 6MV_SRS treatment beams. The 

Clinac iX units have a Varian IGRT treatment couch while 

the NovalisTX treatment unit has a Brainlab Exact couch. 

Both can perform on-board imaging (kV, MV (aS1000) and 

CBCT) while the NovalisTX has an additional ExacTrac 

(Brainlab) positioning system. Stereotactic treatments in 

routine can either be planned as RapidArc treatments with the 

Eclipse treatment planning system (Varian), or as conformal 

arc treatments with either Eclipse or the iPlan software 

(Brainlab). While conformal arcs were used in the validation 

process, the final objective is to use RA delivery for SRT 

patient treatments. In Eclipse, dose distributions were 

calculated by means of the Analytical Anisotropic Algorithm 

(AAA v11.0.31) or the Acuros (AXB v11.0.31) algorithm. 

 

At the onset of the implementation of SRT treatments, it is 

most essential to first quantify the mechanical precision of the 

different components. By means of the Winston-Lutz test 

[53] (or an in-house developed equivalent setup) and the 

portal imager, we have quantified the mechanical precision of 

Table 1: Overview of PTW detector characteristics relevant to stereotactic data acquisition. the electron diode dE (TW60012), the stereotactic diode dSRS 

(TW60018), the photon diode dP (TW60008), the microDiamond μD (TN60019), the 3D PinPoint Pp3D (TN31016) and the Semiflex3D Sf3D (TN31021). 

Although the Octavius1500 and 1000SRS (both PTW, Freiburg, Germany) are two-dimensional arrays rather than single detectors, their presence in table 
1 serves to characterise the individual ion chambers of the 2D composition. 

 dE dSRS dP μD Pp3Drad Pp3Dax Sf3D 1000SRS Oct1500 

radius (cm) 

(vendor given) 

0.06 0.06 0.06 0.11 0.145+ 0.145 0.275++ ~0.16+++ ~0.28++++ 

sensitivity (nC/Gy) 
(measured) 

169.8 169.4 130.0 1.1 0.4 0.4 2.0 / / 

Field size dependence (normalised to 5x5 cm2 open field dose and relative to μD measurement) 

MLC in XxY (cm2)  

0.5x0.5 in 1x1 1.025 1.032 1.025 1.000 0.773 0.839 0.492 1.038 0.606 

0.5x1 in 1x2 1.012 1.022 1.012 1.000 0.888 0.931 0.693 1.029 0.892 

1x1 in 2x2 1.005 1.009 0.999 1.000 0.929 0.962 0.818 1.021 0.971 

2x2 in 3x3 1.000 1.000 0.999 1.000 0.992 0.996 0.988 1.010 0.966 

3x3 in 5x5 1.000 1.000 0.999 1.000 1.002 0.999 1.000 1.004 0.989 

5x5 (no MLC) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

Directional dependence (relative to axial measurement in Ruby) 

Gantry rotation 

(couch 90°) 

 

315 0.93 0.92 0.71 1.00 1.01 / 1.00 / / 

0 0.90 0.89 0.83 1.00 1.00 / 1.00 / / 

45 0.97 0.966 0.98 1.01 1.00 / 1.00 / / 

90 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 / 1.00 / / 

+ length = 2.9 mm, ++ length = 6.5 mm, +++ volume = 2.3x2.3x0.5 mm3, ++++ volume = 4.4x4.4x3 mm3 
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the isocentric rotation of the gantry, the collimator, the 

treatment couch and the on-board imaging. To obtain a 

precise jaw calibration, we also made use of the portal imager 

rather than trusting the light field or using a film 

measurement. The mechanical precision of the gantry and 

MLC in RA delivery mode are monitored by the Snooker Cue 

test [54]. 

II.1. Detector evaluation 

As field dimensions approach detector dimensions, the 

impact of the detector choice on the measurement outcome 

becomes critical. Much literature has already been attributed 

to this subject, especially when it comes to single detectors 

[43,44-46], and it is not the purpose of our work to present 

another in-depth characterisation of the different detectors 

available.  However, we do aim to present a practical 

overview of the detectors and measurement methods in view 

of their possible usefulness for dose calculation algorithm 

configuration and validation and for routine treatment QA. 

This benchmarking is performed entirely independent of the 

TPS.  

 

0D: Point dose measurements 

We have made use of the following PTW (Freiburg, 

Germany) detectors: the electron diode dE (TW60012), the 

stereotactic diode dSRS (TW60018), the photon diode dP 

(TW60008), the microDiamond μD (TN60019), the 3D 

PinPoint Pp3D (TN31016) and the Semiflex3D Sf3D 

(TN31021). An overview of the single detectors and some of 

their basic characteristics is given in the upper part of table 1, 

including their relevant dimensions and sensitivities. 

Although we refer to these measurements as '0D, point dose 

measurements', the 'point' inevitably encompasses the 

detector volume and therefore includes the dose-volume 

effect. Although the Octavius1500 and 1000SRS (both PTW, 

Freiburg, Germany) are two-dimensional arrays rather than 

single detectors, their presence in table 1 serves to 

characterise the individual ion chambers of the 2D 

composition. The Octavius1500 array consists of 1405 vented 

cubic ion chambers – of 0.44x0.44x0.3 cm3 each – mounted 

below a 0.5 cm polystyrene build-up layer and arranged on a 

27x27 cm2 surface area in a checkerboard pattern [55]. The 

1000SRS array consists of 977 liquid-filled ion chambers - 

0.23x0.23x0.05 cm3 – distributed over a 11x11 cm2 surface 

area: 400 ion chambers provide complete coverage of the 

inner 5x5 cm2 surface area whereas the remaining chambers 

are distributed in a 0.5 cm center-to-center grid over the rest 

of the surface. [55] 

 

A practical overview of the field size dependence was 

obtained by performing a series of dose measurements on the 

beam axis for collimator settings going from 1x1 to 5x5 cm2 

in combination with MLC (HDMLC) fields of dimensions 

0.5x0.5 cm2 to 3x3 cm2. All data were acquired with 200 

Monitor Units (MU), at depth = 8.5 cm and source-phantom 

distance SPD = 91.5 cm. We made use of a set of customized 

PMMA blocks of 5x10 cm2 surface area and different 

thicknesses. A suitable insert was made for every detector. 

All data were acquired axially, i.e. with the beam axis along 

the detector axis, except for the Pp3Drad for which the beam 

incidence was perpendicular to the detector axis. The field 

size dependence of the arrays was measured in the same 

conditions by means of solid water plates (PTW) placed on 

top of the arrays. The daily output variation of the treatment 

unit as well as any possible deviations due to non-water 

equivalence of the PMMA were corrected through a cross-

calibration factor based on the 5x5 open field measurement 

and the theoretically expected dose in water for all detectors. 

From the above measurements, the sensitivity (nC/Gy) could 

also be deduced and compared to the vendor specifications.  

 

As mentioned above, we do not wish to take field size 

dependent correction factors into account and aim to assess 

the practical usability of the different detectors when not 

doing so. In order to present the results in an orderly fashion, 

we have decided upon the microDiamond as the reference 

detector. Although contradictory results [47,48,50,51,52] 

have been published regarding this detector's field size 

dependence for the smallest field dimensions (0.5 to 1 cm), a 

recent publication of Francescon et al. [49], re-confirms the 

original findings by Morales et al [51] and Chalky and Heyes 

[52] that microDiamond correction factors are within 1% 

down to a 7.6 x 7.7 mm MLC field size, and even within 1.5 

% for cone sizes down to 5 mm. (suggesting that the 

overresponse due to the mass-density effect is well-balanced 

by the volume averaging effect). We have therefore taken the 

doses measured by the microDiamond detector (and cross-

calibrated to the 5x5 cm² field) as the reference values and 

have normalised all other detector data to these values in table 

1 for comparison (thereby accepting a possible ~1-1.5% 

imprecision in the small(est) field data). 

 

To assess the directional dependence, we made use of Ruby, 

a geometric PMMA phantom developed for use in 

stereotactic treatment QA (figure 1a). All of Ruby's 

Figure 1: a. Ruby, the small solid water phantom used with various 

point dose detectors. All orthogonal cross-sections of the phantom have 

an octagonal shape with 6 cm sides. b. The angular incidences (dashed 

arrows) used to assess the detector's directional dependence with the 
couch (or phantom) rotated by 90 degrees. The double-lined arrow 

indicates the gantry rotation. 
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orthogonal cross-sections (transversal, coronal and sagittal) 

have an octagonal shape with sides of 6 cm, resulting in a 

total phantom thickness of 14.5 cm. Different detector inserts 

allow the use of all of the above single detectors. The 

directional dependence of the detectors can easily be assessed 

by irradiating Ruby with different combinations of gantry and 

couch rotations without the need for different MU 

calculations. All beam incidences orthogonal to the square 

6x6 cm2 surface areas have the same SPD: with the couch 

rotation set to 90 degrees, the gantry was positioned at 315, 

0, 45 and 90 degrees (table 1 and figure 1b), respectively. All 

data were acquired with 128 MUs, delivering 1 Gy to the 

isocentre with a 3x3 cm2 field size (which should be large 

enough to exclude an impact of the detector dimensions 

compared to the field size). The phantom and detector 

position were verified by means of the on-board imaging 

(orthogonal kV images or CBCT) prior to data acquisition 

and better than 0.5 mm in all directions. No directional 

dependence measurements were performed for the 2D arrays. 

The directional dependence of the Octavius1500 has been 

reported elsewhere and, like the 1000SRS, it should 

preferably be used only in a simple orthogonal setup or in the 

rotational Octavius4D unit [55].  

 

1D & 2D: water phantom scans and planar dose acquisition 

systems 

Depth dose measurements were performed in a MP3-M water 

phantom (PTW) for square fields of 1x1, 2x2, 3x3,4x4,10x10, 

26x26 and 40x40 cm2 at SPD = 95 cm with all of the above 

listed detectors. The detectors were positioned by means of 

the TrueFix (PTW Freiburg) system to take their effective 

point of measurement into account. Both the water phantom 

and the gantry were carefully verified with a spirit level to 

ensure that the detector remained at the centre of the field at 

all times during the scan. The central position of the detector 

was furthermore confirmed at shallow and large depth by 

means of two orthogonal profile scans acquired with small 

step size (1 mm) around the penumbra region. During the 

depth dose scans, the acquired signal was not divided by the 

signal of a reference chamber because the physical presence 

of the latter would risk having an impact on the measurement 

for the smallest field sizes. This approach is justified because 

of the stability of the linac's dose rate output during data 

acquisition. Furthermore, the measurement range was not 

adjusted in between scans with the same detector so the signal 

could be converted to the dose for a 200MU delivery through 

cross-calibration to the 10x10 cm2 measurement. 

To compare the dosimetric precision (absolute dose level and 

geometric resolution) with which the different point detectors 

can measure profiles, scans were acquired in the water 

phantom for a single static artificial MLC field (MLC120), 

containing 8 cm long open field strips of different widths (0.5, 

1.0 and 1.5 cm wide, corresponding to 1, 2 and 3 adjacent 

open leaf pairs, respectively), alternating with 1 cm wide 

strips of 2 closed leaves. The field size defined by the jaws 

was 10x10 cm2. Scans were performed perpendicular to the 

MLC leaves at SPD = 95 cm and depths 5, 10 and 15 cm. 

Similar to the depth dose data, scans were converted to the 

absolute dose for a 200 MU delivery through cross-

calibration of the detector signal with an open 10x10 cm2 

field. The same MLC pattern was also measured with the 

1000SRS 2D array in solid water (200 MU). At each depth, 

the 1000SRS array was cross-calibrated to the dose obtained 

for a 5x5 cm2 open field in water (100 MU) at the maximum 

dose rate (600 MU/min for 6MV). As an additional planar 

measurement system, we included the MV portal imager 

(aS1000, Varian) and delivered the above static MLC field 

(200 MU) to the aS1000 MV imager using the integrated 

image acquisition mode. The imager panel was calibrated for 

this dosimetric acquisition mode using the profile correction 

files from the preconfigured package [57].  

 

3D: volumetric dose reconstruction in the modular 

Octavius4D rotational unit 

The modular Octavius4D (Oct4D) measurement system 

provides a 3D dose reconstruction that is entirely 

measurement-based and independent of the information 

contained in the TPS dicom dose (or dicom plan) file. The 

phantom consists of a rotational base in which a variety of 2D 

arrays can be inserted and upon which three different tops can 

be mounted, depending on the purpose of the measurement 

and the type of treatment (figure 2). For standard treatment 

localisations, the Octavius729 or Octavius1500 array would 

be used in combination with the standard top, creating a 32 

cm diameter cylinder as shown in figure 2a (Oct4D_Maxi) 

[55]. For stereotactic treatments, the SRS top generates a 17 

cm diameter cylinder (figure 2b), to be used along with the 

1000SRS (Oct4D_Mini). Although the 1000SRS array can 

also be used in the standard setup, the SRS top corresponds 

to a more realistic diameter for e.g. intracranial stereotactic 

treatments. The third, flat solid water top (figure 2c, 

Oct4D_Flat) is not designed to be used for 3D dosimetry but 

for treatment unit QA. It can, however, also be useful to 

measure the projection of the treatment delivery into a single 

plane during arc treatment, analogous to the portal image 

acquisition but in a 5cm deep water equivalent setup rather 

than in an amorphous silicon environment. The inclinometer 

mounted on the gantry ensures that the rotation unit always 

rotates along with the gantry, thus keeping the 2D array 

perpendicular to the beam axis at all times. 

Figure 2: Modular Octavius4D measurement unit consisting of (a) the 

large diameter top (Oct4D_Maxi), (b) the SRS top (Oct4D_Mini) and (c) 

the flat top (Oct4D_Flat) which can all be used in combination with the 

1000SRS 2D array. 
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The measured dose as a function of gantry angle is stored in 

the measurement file every 200ms. Upon loading this file in 

the Verisoft software, the 3D dose in a homogeneous 

cylindrical phantom is reconstructed: for every stored gantry 

angle, the 2D measurement data are extrapolated to the rest 

of the cylinder by applying a percentage depth dose (PDD) 

curve through every measurement point. The total 3D dose is 

then reconstructed as the sum of these individual 

contributions and linearly interpolated to a user specified 

dose grid. For the stereotactic dose reconstruction, we have 

set the grid to 1 mm (instead of the default 2.5 mm). The 

software decides on the field size for which to select the PDD 

based on the effective surface of the array irradiated for every 

gantry angle. The set of PDD curves needed for this 

reconstruction should be acquired beforehand in a water 

phantom. As we have been routinely performing QA of RA 

treatments on the previous (non-modular) Octavius4D model 

(diameter 32 cm), such a set had long been measured in our 

department at SPD = 85 cm with an ionisation chamber 

(0.125 cm3 Semiflex, PTW) for field sizes ranging from 

27x27 to 3x3 cm2 and subsequently extrapolated down to a 

virtual 0x0 cm2 field size to cover all field sizes that could 

possibly be needed during the reconstruction process. This 

PDD set will be further referred to as PDD85. With the 

possibility of using both the standard as well as the SRS top 

in the modular system, however, it needs to be verified 

whether the PDD85 set can be used for both phantom 

compositions and whether the theoretical extrapolation below 

3x3 cm2 does not introduce deviations for stereotactic 

treatment fields. We have therefore acquired additional PDDs 

in the water phantom at SPD= 91.5 cm and SPD = 84 cm, i.e. 

at the exact SPDs of the Oct4D_Mini and the Oct4D_Maxi 

setup, respectively. We have measured the PDDs of simple 

open fields (27x27 down to 1x1 cm2) and of the stereotactic 

MLC fields listed in table 1. The Sf3D was used for effective 

field openings above 5x5 cm2 while all smaller dimensions 

where measured with the dSRS. The open field PDDs at SPD 

91.5 cm were also used to generate alternative PDD sets for 

Verisoft (PDD91.5). The small fields (X, Y or MLC ≤ 5 cm) 

were subsequently measured with the 1000SRS array in the 

Oct4D_Mini and Oct4D_Maxi. The 3D doses were 

reconstructed in Verisoft with the relative electron density of 

the Oct4D material set to 1.00 and using both PDD sets 

(PDD85 and PDD91.5) on all data. The PDD along the beam 

axis of the reconstructed doses was then exported from 

Verisoft and compared to the PDDs measured in the water 

phantom at the same SPD. As the Verisoft 3D dose 

reconstruction has no prior knowledge of the actual 

collimator or MLC position but selects the PDD solely based 

on the effectively measured field dimensions, these test fields 

allow an assessment of the validity of this approach by 

comparing the truly measured PDD with the Verisoft 

reconstructed PDD, for both open and MLC fields. (Although 

the water phantom PDDs were acquired with a flat water 

surface instead of the curved shape of the cylindrical 

phantom, the consequences of this geometric discrepancy are 

negligible when focussing on small field sizes, for which the 

curve of the cylindrical surface is too small to noticeably 

impact the shape of the depth dose on the beam axis.) 

Finally, a number of simple rotational test deliveries were 

created around spherical target structures of 1.0, 1.5 and 3.0 

cm in diameter. Conformal arc plans were generated by 

adjusting the MLC and jaws tightly around these targets, 

bearing in mind minimum jaw settings of 1x1 cm2. In addition 

to the conformal arcs, RA plans were created on each of the 

three targets with a single arc per plan. To facilitate 

interpretation of the data, the collimator was kept at 0. All of 

these arcs were measured with the 1000SRS array in both 

Oct_Mini and Oct_Maxi. The absolute dose reconstructed by 

Verisoft at isocentre was compared to the absolute dose 

measurement performed with the Pp3D and μD inserted into 

the rotational phantom by means of the dedicated solid water 

insert. Both the 1000SRS and the point detectors were cross-

calibrated to the theoretical dose of a 5x5 cm2 field at the 

center of a water equivalent cylinder of 32 cm or 17 cm 

diameter, respectively. 

II.2. Dose calculation algorithm configuration and validation 

II.2.1. Algorithm configuration 

Upon configuring a dose calculation algorithm with beam 

data measured in a water phantom, it is not only important to 

know the characteristics of the detector used for these 

acquisitions, but also to understand which aspects of the data 

are of importance to the configuration of the calculation 

model and which are not. In short, it is often most beneficial 

to understand the process of the algorithm configuration 

before starting with the actual beam data acquisition.  

The AAA and AXB dose calculation algorithms require the 

same basic beam data input for configuration: a series of open 

field PDDs, profiles of these open fields at five different 

depths, diagonal profiles of the largest field size at the same 

five different depths and output factor measurements 

(performed at a depth beyond dmax). Although a minimum 

amount of data needs to be provided, the choice of field sizes 

is pretty much left up to the user, as long as the largest field 

is included. For standard algorithm configuration, users 

usually measure beam data for fields ranging between 3x3 

cm2 and 40x40 cm2. The purpose of the configuration module 

is to characterize the phase space of the photon beam. Once 

the modelling of the parameters describing this phase space 

is complete, the measured PDDs and profiles will no longer 

be used during the actual dose calculations. Only the output 

factors are still involved in the monitor unit (MU) calculation. 

In theory, if one wishes to calculate small field dosimetry 

with the AAA or AXB algorithm, one can simply do so by 

using the 'standard' algorithm configuration without 

including any additional small field data into the beam 

configuration data set: the algorithm will calculate depth 

doses and profiles according to the configured phase space 

and extrapolate MUs to smaller field sizes than the ones 
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specified in the output factor table. As especially the latter is 

clearly not advisable, we present an overview of the 

(additional) measurements that were performed to include 

small field dosimetry in the AAA and AXB configuration in 

order to investigate their respective impact on the precision 

of the stereotactic dose calculation compared to the 'standard' 

configuration 

 

Small field depth doses and profiles: 

During beam configuration, Eclipse will ignore PDD 

measurements for field sizes below 2x2 cm2 based on the 

assumption that PDDs for very small field sizes are easily 

subject to measurement imprecision and therefore more likely 

to deteriorate rather than improve the phase space modelling 

. It is therefore a waste of effort to try and carefully measure 

the 1x1 cm2 PDD for beam configuration. A similar reasoning 

holds for the small field profiles. Although it would be 

tempting to measure the field profiles with a high resolution 

detector to accurately reproduce the penumbra at the field 

edge, this sharp penumbra gradient is not used in the phase 

space modelling, precisely because of its known detector 

dependency. It is more important to have a reliable dose 

measurement of the profile tails under the jaws than it is to 

have a sharp penumbra. For all of the above reasons, we made 

use the Sf3D ion chamber for the complete basic beam data 

acquisition. As an ion chamber it produces a reliable dose 

measurement under the jaws and because it can measure 

PDDs down to 2x2 cm2, all data can be acquired with a single 

detector. The only other detector that is equally versatile 

would be the μD, but as the latter has a lower sensitivity than 

the Sf3D, data acquisition will have to be slowed down or 

yield a smaller signal-to-noise ratio than the Sf3D. 

 

Small field output factors: 

In contrast to the small field depth dose and profile 

measurements, the output factors have a more visible impact 

on the configured data. They result in the calculation of 

additional collimator backscatter factors and directly impact 

the MU calculation for the small field dimensions. Before the 

acquisition of the small field output factors (dimensions < 3 

cm), the calibration of the jaws was carefully verified for all 

treatment units and adjusted where necessary to obtain the 

highest possible positional accuracy (< 0.5 mm) for each 

individual jaw. Output factors were measured in isocentric 

conditions at SPD = 95 cm and depth = 5 cm with the Sf3D 

for field dimensions down to 3 cm (X or Y). Additional data 

were acquired with the dE, dSRS and D for field dimensions 

between 1 and 3 cm, with additional measurement points for 

the 4x4 and 5x5 cm2 fields to confirm a seamless merge of 

both data sets. The overlapping measurements for the X = 3 

cm or Y = 3 cm fields provide an additional check. 

 

Both dose calculation algorithms (AAA and AXB) were 

configured with the above acquired input data, the only 

difference being the size of the point source set to 0 mm for 

AAA and 1 mm for AXB, according to Varian 

recommendations [42,58].  

 

MLC parameterisation: 

The MLC parameters were derived according to our standard 

method for IMRT or RA implementation, making use of the 

Octavius1500 2D array in solid water (SPD = 95 cm, depth = 

5 cm), measuring four different fields: first a static open field 

with the same collimator settings as the subsequent MLC 

fields (12x24 cm2 for the 120MLC, 12x20 cm2 for the 

HDMLC), second a static field with closed MLC to derive the 

overall leaf transmission, third a dynamic sweeping gap field 

(with a gap of 5 mm) to derive the dosimetric leaf gap (DLG) 

parameter modelling the rounded leaf tips and fourth a 

dynamic delivery in the shape of a chair [59] to make sure we 

have a consistent set of MLC parameters and have not 

compensated possible errors in the transmission measurement 

by introducing a suboptimal value for the DLG. Although the 

tongue and groove effect of the MLC is taken into account in 

the calculation in a similar fashion as the DLG, albeit in the 

direction perpendicular to the MLC leaves, this is a parameter 

that can not currently be adjusted by the user and therefore 

requires no configuration measurements. Even so, an 

additional test series was performed to assess the dosimetric 

precision of its modelling in Eclipse v11. They are therefore 

described in the below paragraph concerning the algorithm 

validation rather than configuration. 

II.2.2. Algorithm validation 

Although the AAA and AXB algorithms need only few 

additional data in order to be configured for small field 

dosimetry calculations, careful validation is advisory as the 

small field dose calculation pushes the algorithm to the limits. 

In order to validate both algorithms, we have reused the 

(MLC) fields (static and dynamic) for which data had already 

been acquired during the detector validation, adding more 

field sizes (with and without MLC) wherever desirable. 

Whereas measurements for the detector characterisation 

could be performed on either the NovalisTX or the Clinacs, 

for the dose calculation validation, similar datasets were 

always acquired on all treatment units. 

 

0D: point dose validation: 

The measurements in the solid water blocks (SPD = 91.5 cm, 

depth = 8.5 cm) were calculated in Eclipse on an artificial 

water phantom with both AAA and AXB. The calculation 

resolution was set to 2.5 mm (AAAres2.5 and AXBres2.5) and to 

1.0 mm (AAAres1.0 and AXBres1.0). Measurements were 

performed with the dE, dSRS and μD detector. 

 

1D & 2D: dose profiles and planar dose validation: 

The water phantom depth dose data acquired for the 

validation of the Oct4D dose reconstruction process were also 

used for the validation of AAA and AXB. Calculations were 

performed with 200 MU in the same conditions as the 

measurements, i.e. on a rectangular phantom at SPD = 91.5 

and 84 cm. Similarly, dose profiles were calculated for the 

MLC field containing the narrow strips of opened and closed 
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leaves (SPD = 95 cm, d = 5, 10, 15 cm, 200 MU) and 

compared to the measurements. In addition, to allow an 

indirect but easy evaluation of the changes in the photon 

fluence as a function of calculation resolution, portal dose 

images were predicted from the four calculated plans 

(AXBres1.0, AAAres1.0, AXBres2.5 and AAAres2.5), providing us 

with images based on photon fluences with resolutions 0.5, 

1.0, 1.25 and 2.5 mm, respectively. (The portal dose 

prediction algorithm had been configured with the beam data 

from the preconfigured package.) These were compared to 

each other as well as to the portal image acquired with the 

aS1000 MV imager panel. 

 

The 1000SRS and aS1000 2D detectors are also practical for 

the validation of the Eclipse MLC modelling. The MLC 

transmission and DLG parameter values were optimized 

during the configuration to achieve good agreement between 

dose calculation and measurement. The tongue and groove 

effect, however, is subjected to further investigation. 

Maximal tongue and groove effect was achieved by creating 

a dynamic treatment field consisting of two complementary 

static MLC segments. The first segment (100 MU) has all 

impair leaf pairs opened to form a 5 cm gap while all other 

leaf pairs remain closed under the jaws. In the second 

segment (100 MU), the impair leaves are closed while the pair 

leaves create the 5 cm openings. This dynamic MLC was used 

in combination with different jaw settings to investigate the 

tongue and groove for all leaf widths present in both MLC 

types. The portal imager was used to provide a high-

resolution image of the tongue and groove pattern and 

compare it to the dosimetric image that was predicted based 

on the photon fluence calculated by Eclipse. For the portal 

imager, jaws were set sufficiently large to include all leaf 

widths within a single measurement. The predicted image 

was calculated from the AXBres1.0 dose calculation, 

corresponding to a 0.5 mm internal fluence resolution. Data 

were also acquired with the high resolution 1000SRS array in 

between solid water plates (SPD = 95 cm, depth = 5cm). To 

make full use of the high detector density in the central part 

of the array, a symmetric 5x5 jaw opening allows 

measurement of the tongue and groove pattern for the central 

leaves (2.5 mm (HDMLC) and 5 mm (120MLC), 

respectively). The array was then moved longitudinally to 

measure another 5x5 field, this time with highly asymmetric 

jaw settings to also include the outer leaves (5 mm (HDMLC) 

and 10 mm (120MLC), respectively). Measurements were 

compared to the corresponding calculations. 

 

3D: volumetric dose validation: 

As the 3D dose reconstructions obtained with the 

Oct4D_Mini and Oct4D_Maxi phantom were first 

independently validated by means of water phantom (for the 

static gantry) and point dose measurements (for the arc 

plans), these can now be used to verify the accuracy of the 3D 

dose calculation algorithms. Both the static gantry and the 

rotational plans were recalculated with AAAres1.0 and 

AXBres1.0 and dose distributions were exported for 

comparison in the Verisoft software. 

II.3. Patient QA 

Having benchmarked the precision with which different 

measurement methods can be relied upon and the dosimetric 

accuracy that can be expected from the TPS in simple plan 

deliveries, we can commence the validation of real 

stereotactic RA patient treatments.  

 

The patient plans encompass a variety of treatment 

localisations. Single lesions were mostly treated with the 

isocentre placed within the lesion. RA optimizations were 

performed either with the commonly used non-coplanar arc 

setup (with multiple couch rotations) or, if possible, with 

coplanar or slightly non-coplanar arc delivery. Multiple 

lesions were either treated with multiple isocentres (in which 

case they can simply be regarded as multiple single lesion 

treatments when it comes to treatment QA) or with a single 

isocentre. In the latter case, if lesions are well separated, we 

treat both lesions with separate arcs, albeit all with the same 

isocentre. If they are closely spaced, we optimized on both 

volumes in the same arc, but add additional arcs to allow for 

more modulation. The plan quality that can be obtained with 

these different beam geometries depends on the size and 

location of the lesion(s) but as this is not the subject of this 

manuscript, it will not be elaborated on. However, as we do 

use all of the above setups in clinical routine, the QA protocol 

needs to be able to handle all of them. We have therefore first 

prepared two test patients on the Clinac iX, one with a single 

lesion (1Meta) (diameter ~ 1.5 cm) and one with two separate 

lesions (2Meta) of different sizes (diameters ~ 2 and 1 cm, 

respectively) but relatively closely spaced (center-to-center 

distance of ~ 3 cm). Both cases were planned with three 

different treatment approaches regarding couch movement: 

firstly, the more traditional, radically non-coplanar setup was 

used with multiple couch rotations, secondly a plan was 

optimized for a coplanar arc geometry and lastly, a nearly-

coplanar setup (with couch rotations set at 10 and 350 

degrees) was used to avoid concentrating the dose outside of 

the target into a single cross-section of the brain whilst still 

minimizing couch rotation. These six treatment plans were 

validated in-depth with the following measurement methods: 

 

0D) μD and Pp3D in Ruby: for every lesion, the phantom 

position was optimized to have the detector at the centre of 

the lesion. To avoid mistakes and minimize inaccuracies 

during set-up, a CBCT was acquired (without couch rotation) 

for every localisation and the phantom position was adjusted 

accordingly. Subsequently, for every point dose 

measurement, the entire treatment plan was delivered 

preserving the original couch rotations. Once positioned, no 

more image-guided adjustments to the phantom were made 

for the different couch rotations. Dosimetric deviations due 

to a possible imprecision in the couch movement are therefore 

inherently included in the measurement.  
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3D) 1000SRS in Oct4D_Maxi and Oct4D_Mini: a 

verification plan is generated in Eclipse to calculate the 

expected dose in the Oct4D phantom (AAAres1.0 and 

AXBres1.0). For both the measurement and calculation, couch 

rotations are set to zero. 3D dose distributions are exported 

for the total dose as well as for the individual arcs. 

 

In addition, all routine stereotactic patients treated on the 

NovalisTX were verified with the 1000SRS/Oct4D_Maxi 

until the modular Octavius became available and from then 

on verification has been carried out with the 

1000SRS/Oct4D_Mini combination instead. As AXB is not 

yet available for routine purposes on the NovalisTX, all of 

these plan verifications were calculated with AAAres1.0. Point 

dose measurements were carried out occasionally. 

 

To analyze the 3D dose information, the standard gamma 

criteria accepting 3% dose differences (local (%L) or global 

(%G)) in combination with a 3 mm distance to agreement 

(DTA) are deemed inappropriate for stereotactic treatments. 

While we can be more tolerant on the absolute dose level in 

the high dose area, we aim to be more precise regarding the 

location of the dose peak. We have therefore performed all 

3D gamma analysis (3D) with a DTA of 1 mm while varying 

the local dose criterion. Volumetric gamma evaluation scores 

were obtained for different isodose levels by means of the 

volumetric gamma analysis tool in Verisoft, representing the 

percentage of points that pass the criteria within the volume 

delineated by the given isodose level. To allow focus on the 

high dose area, as levels of interest, we have opted for the 

90%, 70% and 50% isodose volumes. The local dose criterion 

was varied between 3% and 5% to investigate if – and at 

which tolerance level - near-perfect (≥ 99%) pass rates (PR) 

could be achieved.  

 

III. RESULTS 

 

Firstly and importantly, after careful recalibration of the jaws, 

submillimeter precision was achieved for all mechanical 

components on all treatment units when evaluated in static 

mode. In RA treatment mode, the successful use of the 

Snooker Cue test assured a dynamic rotational precision 

within 1 degree, even under extreme acceleration and 

deceleration conditions. An appropriate procedure was 

implemented to ensure that these mechanical precisions are 

maintained over time.  

III.1. Detector evaluation 

0D: Point dose measurements 

Table 1 provides an overview of the dosimetric 

characteristics for the different detectors relevant to 

stereotactic dose measurements. To assess the field size 

dependence, the data were first normalized to the 5x5 open 

 

Figure 3: Comparison between depth dose curve measurements using the different detectors listed in table 1. For field sizes 1x1 and 2x2 cm2(graphs on 

the left side), the acquired PDDs are normalized to the dSRS PDD. For the larger field sizes (graphs on the right), data are normalized to the Sf3D 

measurement. The horizontal, dotted lines indicate the 2% interval around the reference PDD. 
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field measurement for each detector. The microDiamond 

measurement was then chosen as the reference [49] and all 

measured output factors were divided by the one measured 

with the D. The diodes have the smallest radii (0.06 cm) and 

the highest sensitivity, making them all well suited for dose 

measurements down to dimensions of 1 cm in orthogonal 

measurement conditions. Even for smallest measured field 

dimension of 0.5x0.5 cm², deviations are only ~ 3%. The 

single ion chambers can all be used with good accuracy down 

to 2x2 cm2, but start to diverge by 4 to 50 % below. In spite 

of its dimensions similar to the Pp3D, the central chamber of 

the 1000SRS proves to be a good dose detector down to the 

smallest field size as well. The vented ion chambers of the 

Oct1500, however, cannot be relied upon for accurate dose 

measurements of field sizes below 3cm. 

From table 1, it is furthermore apparent that apart from the 

Pp3D and Sf3D ion chambers, only the μD shows a 

directional independence. The diodes all measure a 

considerably lower signal when not irradiated axially. 

Although the sensitivities widely differ between the different 

detectors, this did not really affect the outcome in table 1 as 

all data could simply be acquired with high enough dose to 

obtain a good signal to noise ratio. 

 

1D & 2D: water phantom scans and planar dose acquisition 

systems 

To compare the measured depth dose data between different 

detectors, figure 3 shows a plot of the relative difference 

between the different PDDs. All PDDs were first normalized 

to a depth of 5 cm and then divided by the supposed reference 

PDD. For the small field dimensions (< 3 cm), we opted for 

the dSRS as the baseline, whereas for the larger dimensions 

( 3cm), all data are displayed relative to the Sf3D 

acquisition. The dotted horizontal lines indicate the 2% 

interval above and below these baseline PDDs. The dE and 

 
Figure 4: Profiles for the MLC striped field: (a) detector evaluation: profiles measured at SPD = 95, depth = 5cm with different high resolution point dose 

detectors: the lines correspond to the diode measurements (dSRS: solid black, dP: dashed mauve, dE:dotted red) the D (solid green diamonds), the Pp3D 

(open cyan circles). A line profile was also extracted from the 1000SRS planar measurement (dark blue hashtags). (b) AAA and AXB evaluation: comparison 

between reference measurement (dSRS, black solid line) and different dose calculations: resulsts for AAAres1.0 and AXBres1.0 are similar, displaying a slightly 
too broad penumbra and too low dose in the narrow peaks. On the central axis, the AAAres1.0 dose calculation is 1% lower than the corresponding AXB 

dose calculation. Dose calculations with 2.5 mm resolution (AAAres2.5 not shown but similar to AXBres2.5) are drastically too broad. (c) Photon fluence 

evaluation: profile comparison between portal dose images predicted with different fluence resolution showing the same gradual decline of the peak in the 
narrowest strips as well as the increased broadening of the penumbra. The measured dosimetric image is also displayed (solid black line) and shows 

sharper penumbra and higher peaks. 
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dP come out as the least suitable for overall small field PDD 

acquisition, deviating by more than 2% at larger depths (>15 

cm). The μD appears to be the most versatile detector, 

agreeing with the baseline PDDs within 2% over the whole 

field size range. However, the numerous bumps and valleys 

are a reflection of the noisier aspect of the data acquired with 

this detector, in spite of the considerably longer acquisition 

times used. The ion chamber capable of accurately measuring 

small field PDDs down to 1x1 cm2 is the Pp3D, but this 

detector is suboptimal for larger fields. The Sf3D demonstrate 

nearly equally versatile behaviour as the μD, but with better 

signal-to-noise ratio: this detector is suitable for all field 

sizes, with the exception of the smallest 1x1 cm2 field.  

 

The impact of the detector resolution can be observed in the 

profiles acquired for the MLC-striped field shown in figure 

4a. All diodes and the μD have a sufficiently small resolution 

to accurately reproduce the dose peaks corresponding to the 

open MLC strips. The 0.145 cm diameter of the Pp3D has the 

expected broadening effect on the profiles that can mostly be 

observed from the decrease in the 0.5 cm and 1 cm wide dose 

peaks, accompanied by the increase of the low dose measured 

in between the peaks. In spite of its similar ion chamber 

dimensions, the 1000SRS, however, does not display this 

broadening effect and demonstrates behavior expected of a 

spatial resolution of the order of 1 mm rather than 2.4 mm. 

The dose maxima or the narrow peaks also agree very well 

with the ones observed with the diodes. In the valleys 

shielded by the MLC, dP consistently reports the lowest dose 

whereas the Pp3D overestimates the dose. The other detectors 

all show good agreement, with the μD and dSRS being ever 

so slightly higher than the dE and the 1000SRS. 

The aSi acquired images cannot be compared to water 

phantom measurements as they do not provide dose to water 

and are therefore not added to figure 4a. Without an image 

prediction algorithm, they can basically only be used to verify 

the geometry of the field and MLC outline. They are therefore 

only presented in figure 4c and will be evaluated in more 

detail during the TPS validation. 

 

3D: volumetric dose reconstruction in the modular 

Octavius4D rotational unit 

Figure 5 displays a selection of small (MLC) field depth dose 

curves as measured in the water phantom and as extracted 

from the 3D dose reconstructed by the Verisoft software. The 

Oct4D data in the upper half of the graph are obtained from 

measurements in the Oct4D_Maxi setup, while the lower half 

corresponds to Oct4D_Mini. Both were reconstructed with 

 
Figure 5: Comparison between water phantom measured PDDs and Oct4D reconstructed PDDs for Oct4D_Maxi and Oct4D_Mini. Small field (open and 

MLC) PDDS as measured in the water phantom are represented by the dashed lines at SPD = 84 cm (black, upper graphs) and SPD = 91.5 cm (red, lower 
graphs). The solid lines represent the PDDs extracted from the Oct4D_Maxi (upper graphs) and Oct4D_Mini (lower graphs) dose reconstruction using 

two different PDD reference sets. Graphs on the left were reconstructed with the PDD85, graphs on the right were reconstructed based on the PDD91.5. 
Comparison shows that best results are obtained when a PDD set adapted to the actual phantom SPD is used. 
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the two PDD reference sets. Upon close inspection, we 

observe that the 3D dose reconstruction along the beam axis 

is most accurately reproduced when a PDD set is used that 

was acquired with a SPD similar to the phantom setup: the 

Oct4D_Maxi dose reconstruction has a near-perfect 

agreement with the water phantom data when the PDD85 is 

used while slight deviations in the slope of the depth dose are 

observed when applying the PDD91.5 reference set. The 

inverse is true for Oct4D_Mini for which the PDD91.5 

reconstructed data are superior. However, it needs to be said 

that the observed deviations with the non-corresponding PDD 

sets are small and only visible for off-isocentre distances 

larger than 2.5 cm, i.e. outside of the 3D volume that will be 

reconstructed from the ion chamber data in the central part of 

the detector. Furthermore, the slightly different slope will be 

partially annihilated in the 3D reconstruction of rotational 

delivery. Also noteworthy: although the PDD85 reference 

data-set was created with extrapolated rather than measured 

PDDs below 3x3 cm2, these extrapolated data seem to yield 

equally good small field dose reconstruction as the PDD91.5 

for which depth doses were actually measured down to 1x1 

cm2. 

 

For the arc treatments measured with the 1000SRS no 

difference could be distinguished between the dose 

reconstructions with the different PDD sets. The 

reconstructions shown in figure 6 have been generated with 

PDD85. As can be seen, all Oct4D_Maxi measurements report 

an isocentric dose that agrees within 1% with the D 

measurement. The Pp3D measures an equally good 

agreement for the conformal arcs on the 1.5 cm (figure 6b) 

and 3.0 cm (not shown) target, but underestimates the dose of 

the smallest PTV by 3% (figure 6a). Similar results are 

obtained when comparing the RA measurement at isocentre 

between the D,Pp3D and Oct4D_Maxi. The RA plan on the 

largest target is shown as an example in figure 6c. 

III.2. Dose calculation algorithm configuration and 

validation 

3.2.1. Algorithm configuration 

Both dose calculation algorithms were successfully 

configured. Compared to the original, 'large field' algorithm 

configuration, no significant difference was observed in the 

calculated phase space parameters, apart from the fact that 

both the output factor table and the collimator backscatter 

factors now contain values down to a 1x1 cm2 field size. 

 

For the 120MLC, the leaf transmission was set to 1.5 %, 

providing an acceptable compromise of the overall 

transmission for both the 0.5 and 1.0 cm wide MLC leaves. 

The sweeping gap measurement provided a fairly flat total 

dose delivery and agreed well with TPS calculation for a 

DLG set to 0.14 cm. For the HDMLC, however, the overall 

leaf transmission is higher for the inner leaf area (1.25 %) 

than for the outer leaf area (1.1 %). As the inner leaves are 

predominantly used during (stereotactic) treatments, we have 

set the leaf transmission to 1.25 %. The DLG value was set to 

0.09 cm to obtain good agreement between measured and 

calculated data for the central leaves. The results on the 

tongue and groove modeling are presented in figure 7. The 

portal images (upper graphs) indicate a promisingly good 

overall agreement between the measured and calculated 

photon fluence for both MLC types, as long as the calculation 

is performed with a sufficiently high resolution. This 

satisfactory agreement is also found in the comparison 

between the 1000SRS measurements and the dose 

calculations for the 120MLC, for the central (middle graph of 

figure 7a) as well as for the outside leaves (bottom graph of 

figure 7a) as dose measurements and calculations intertwine. 

For the inner leaves of the HDMLC, however, the calculated 

dose level is systematically lower than the measurement 

 
Figure 6: Results on the conformal and RA plans made on simple spherical targets of (a) 1.0 cm, (b) 1.5 cm and (c) 3.0 cm diameter. Symbols represent 

the different measurements: black hash tags are profiles extracted from the Oct4D_Maxi dose reconstruction. Coronal cross-sections indicating the position 

of the extracted profile are shown in the insets. Point dose measurements with the D (green, solid diamonds) and Pp3D (light blue, open circles) at the 

isocentre are also displayed. Red dotted lines and dashed blue lines represent the AAAres1.0 and AXBres1.0 calculations, respectively. 
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(middle graph of figure 7b). Although the individual leaf 

positions could still be distinguished in the predicted portal 

dose image, this is no longer so for the in-phantom dose 

calculation. The Eclipse dose calculation grid not only 

smoothens out the tongue and groove effect, it also 

overestimates its impact on the dose reduction. The off-axis 

measurement on the HDMLC confirms the above findings 

(lower graph of figure 7b): while the overall dose level below 

the 2.5 mm leaves is ~ 7% too low, the 5 mm leaves are more 

adequately modeled as measurement and calculation overlap 

again. 

3.2.2. Algorithm validation 

0D: point dose validation: 

Although many more jaw/MLC combinations were measured 

and calculated for the algorithm validation, table 2 shows a 

representative selection of the data as a function of field size, 

algorithm and calculation resolution. A lot can be learned 

from careful inspection of these simple datapoints. Firstly and 

most clearly, the absolute calculations for the small fields (≤ 

2x2 cm2) are unacceptable when calculated with a 2.5 mm 

calculation grid, regardless of the algorithm. Results for this 

calculation grid are only shown for the HDMLC, but were 

comparably poor for the 120MLC. For the 1 mm dose 

resolution, however, it can be observed that agreement 

between measurement and calculation is better for data 

obtained on the Clinac iX than on the NovalisTX: the field 

dimensions below 2x2 cm2 show a ~ 2% larger deviation on 

the NovalisTX than on the Clinac iX. To investigate whether 

this should be attributed to a difference in the algorithm 

configuration or to the different MLC types, the datapoints 

for the HDMLC were recalculated with the Clinac iX 

algorithm configuration. (Although these treatment units do 

not officially have matched beam characteristics, when 

comparing their depth doses, profiles and output factor 

measurements in water, they appear near-identical, apart from 

a small (< 2%) difference in the field flatness, visible only in 

the profiles of the largest field sizes.) When recalculated with 

the Clinac iX beam data (not shown), agreement between 

measured and calculated dose is very similar for both MLC 

types, confirming that the inferior outcome on the NovalisTX 

in table 2 is beam data rather than MLC related. Best results 

were obtained with AXBres1.0 on the Clinac iX: all point dose 

calculations agreed within 2.5 % with the corresponding 

measurement. While results for AXBres1.0 are slightly better 

than for AAAres1.0 on the Clinac iX , the latter showing 

agreement within ~5 % for the smallest field sizes, this 

 
Figure 7: Evaluation of the tongue and groove model in Eclipse for the 120MLC (a. graphs on the left) and HDMLC (b. graphs on the right) by means of 

the step and shoot MLC plan with alternating leaf pair openings. Profiles perpendicular to the leaf movement are extracted from the planar measurements. 

The upper graphs display the high-resolution aS1000 (aSi) portal dose measurement (dashed blue line) and the portal dose predicted image (solid black 
line) based on the photon fluence as modeled by Eclipse during the AXBres1.0 dose calculation. The middle graphs show the 1000SRS measurement (solid 

blue diamonds) for a central 5x5cm2 field opening - including only the central leaves into the results - while the lower graphs have a highly asymmetric 
5x5 field-of-view to include both MLC widths for every MLC type. Dose calculations are shown for AXBres1.0 (solid black lines). 
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improvement is less systematic for the NovalisTX. Overall 

results on the NovalisTX are very good down to dimensions 

of 2 cm, below which deviations rise from ~ 5 % for the 1x1 

cm2 field to ~ 10% for the smallest 0.5x0.5 cm2 field opening. 

To investigate whether the differences between AAA and 

AXB could be related to their respective differences in 

internal fluence resolution, an additional calculation was 

performed on the NovalisTX with AAA set to a resolution of 

1.25 mm, effectively obtaining the same internal fluence 

resolution as AXBres2.5. As expected, results were slightly 

worse than for the AAAres1.0 calculation, but still considerably 

better than the AXBres2.5 results for field openings with 

dimensions smaller than 2cm, indicating that deviations can 

not be ascribed to the fluence resolution only. 

 

The three different MLC/jaw combinations all resulting in a 

1x1 cm2 field opening (no MLC in a 1x1 cm2 open field and 

1x1 cm2 MLC in 1x1 cm2 and 2x2 cm2 jaws) illustrate another 

tendency: for the smallest MLC openings, agreement 

between calculation and measurement improves as jaw 

positions approach the MLC outline. This is systematically 

observed for both treatment units. Although not shown in 

table 2, this tendency mostly manifests itself for jaw sizes 

smaller than 5x5 cm2. For the 5x5 cm2 jaw opening, all data 

for MLC apertures with dimensions of at least 1 cm, agree 

within 3% with the AAAres1.0 and AXBres1.0 calculation, in 

spite of the much larger jaw opening. 

Additionally, it can be observed that the different MLC 

characteristics –especially the dosimetric leaf gap - between 

the HDMLC and the 120MLC have no noticeable impact on 

the absolute isocentric dose for beam aperture dimensions of 

1 cm or more. Even for the 0.5x1 cm2 measurements, the 

DLG can only be held accountable for a fraction of the 3% 

dose difference between measurements on the NovalisTX and 

on the Clinac iX as the open field output factor for the 1x2 

cm2 jaws already differs by 2% as well (not shown). 

 

1D& 2D: water phantom scans and planar dose validation 

In order to eliminate the absolute dose difference (MU 

calculation) from the depth dose evaluation, figure 8 displays 

the calculated depth doses for AAAres1.0 and AXBres1.0 at SPD 

91.5 cm, normalized to the absolute dose measured in water 

by means of the above (table 2) established correction factor 

at a depth of 8.5 cm. The measured depth dose curves in 

figure 8 are the ones acquired with the dSRS. 

 

When ignoring the absolute difference, AAAres1.0 produces a 

visually perfect reproduction of the shape of the measured 

small field PDD, except in the build-up area. PDDs calculated 

for the MLC fields with AXBres1.0 diverge slightly (up to ~ 

1%) from the measured data as the distance from the 

normalization point (at 8.5 cm depth ) increases. The 5x5 

open field depth dose, however, matches the measured one. 

Table 2: Point dose data measured with a D for a selection of small field MLC/jaw combinations at SPD = 91.5, detph 8.5 cm (200 MU). The table lists 

the deviations observed for the Clinac iX and NovalisTX between measurement and calculation for different dose calculation conditions: values are 

shown for both algorithms at 1 mm dose calculation resolution (AAAres1.0 and AXBres1.0). For the Novalis, values are also listed for a 2.5 mm resolution 
(AAAres2.5 and AXBres2.5). The AAAres1.25  calculation was added as it uses to the same internal fluence resolution as AXBres2.5. 

MLC in XxY 

(cm2 in cm2) 

Clinac iX, (120MLC) NovalisTX (HDMLC) 

μD (Gy)  AAAres1.0 ACUres1.0 μD (Gy)  AAAres1.0 ACUres1.0 AAAres2.5 ACUres2.5 AAAres1.2

5 

0.5x0.5 in 1x1 / / / 1.028 -7.56% -10.74% -32.74% -69.97% -10.74% 

0.5x1 in 1x2 1.195 -2.37% -0.58% 1.178 -5.35% -4.57% -12.54% -15.98% -7.06% 

no MLC in 1x1 1.272 0.89% 0.89% 1.297 -0.20% -0.92% -1.95% -3.33% -0.71% 

1x1 in 1x1 1.268 -0.61% 0.30% 1.285 -0.20% -0.61% -2.47% -3.65% -0.30% 

1x1 in 2x2 1.308 -4.63% -2.16% 1.296 -5.63% -4.41% -8.86% -7.80% -6.42% 

2x2 in 3x3 1.444 0.40% -0.10% 1.450 -2.04% -2.88% -3.20% -2.77% -0.91% 

3x3 in 5x5 1.540 0.10% -0.30% 1.535 0.89% -0.30% 0.10% -0.10% 0.20% 

no MLC in 5x5 1.610 0.20% 0.10% 1.610 0.79% -0.30% 0.20% -0.3% 0.20% 

 

 
Figure 8: Comparison between measured and calculated depth dose 

curves for small (MLC) fields. Calculated PDDs were normalized to 
the measurement at 8.5 cm depth to correct for the absolute dose 

difference in the calculation. Except for the data in the build-up area, 

the relative shape of the PDD is perfectly reproduced for the AAAres1.0 
calculation while minor deviations are observed for the AXBres1.0 data 

(<1%). 
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The AXBres1.0 dose in the build-up area also differs more from 

the water phantom data than the AAAres1.0 calculated dose. 

Depth doses calculated at the other SPDs were similarly 

rescaled to the water measurement at a fixed depth (not 

shown) and they all demonstrate results analogous to the ones 

in figure 8. 

 

The transversal profile measured (dSRS) across the MLC 

striped pattern is compared to both calculation algorithms in 

figure 4b. Overall agreement is consistent with the deviations 

found in the absolute point dose comparisons as a function of 

MLC opening: for the 0.5 cm, 1 cm and 1.5 cm wide strips, 

AAAres1.0 underestimates the peak dose by 8%, 2.5% and 0.7 

%, respectively, while AXBres1.0 reports 10%, 1.3% and 0.7% 

too little. From the profiles, however, it can also be observed 

that the summit of the 0.5 cm gap is only ~ 0.1 cm wide, 

making the absolute dose difference very dependent on the 

exact location of the dose calculation grid points. Although 

the detector diameter (0.12 cm) is somewhat larger than the 

calculation grid (1 mm), the calculated profiles are slightly 

more diffuse than the measured profile: apart from the dose 

underestimation at the center of the narrow peaks, both 

AAAres1.0 and AXBres1.0 display a small broadening of the 

penumbra. A dose calculation with the 2.5 mm grid is only 

displayed for AAA in order not to overload the graph, but the 

results for AXBres2.5 look equally inadequate. Following the 

above established inferior results for the AAAres2.5 and 

AXBres2.5 calculations, these will henceforth be excluded 

from the presented data.  

 

The ~0.4 mm resolution of the portal imager permits an up-

close inspection of the photon fluence as measured by the 

aS1000. Although the Varian portal dose prediction 

algorithm was not yet validated for small field dosimetry, it 

does provide an indirect view on the actual photon fluence 

used during the Eclipse dose calculation (for both AAA and 

AXB) as it simply convolves this fluence with a single pencil 

beam (and rescales it with a number of correction factors to 

try and obtain the expected absolute dose level). Figure 4c 

displays the profiles extracted from the  acquired dosimetric 

image along with the image predictions based on the 

AXBres1.0 fluence (0.5 mm resolution) and the AAAres1.0 and 

AAAres2.5 fluences (1.0 and a 2.5 mm fluence resolution, 

respectively). As the resolution changes from 0.5 mm to 2.5 

mm, the reduction in the fluence maximum of the narrowest 

strip is most apparent, along with the gradual broadening of 

the penumbra region. For the wider strips, the maximum of 

the peak is not considerably affected.  

 

3D: volumetric dose validation 

Analysis of the simple, conformal arcs show near-perfect 

agreement (<1%) for the AXBres1.0 calculation and a 2 to 4 % 

too low dose for the AAAres1.0 calculation on the 1.5 and 1.0 

cm target, respectively (figure 6a and 6b). For the 3.0 cm 

target, AAAres1.0 also matches the calculation within 1 % 

accuracy for the conformal arc plan (not shown). For the 

(simple) Rapidarc plans, however, the agreement between 

measured and calculated 3D dose is inferior to the near-

perfect results obtained for the conformal arcs. The least 

favorable results are now obtained for the plan made on the 

largest target, shown in figure 6c. Although the shape of the 

dose distribution appears to be adequately reproduced, the 

overall dose is underestimated by ~ 4 % and ~ 2% for 

AAAres1.0 and AXBres1.0 , respectively. The MLC movements 

of these RapidArc deliveries are more modulated than those 

of the conformal arcs, resulting in a smaller average MLC 

opening compared to the jaw settings. For the RapidArc 

delivery shown in figure 6c, an average MLC opening of ~ 2 

cm2 moves within the 3.0x2.8 cm2 collimator setting. The 

observed absolute discrepancy is therefore in accordance with 

what was found during the point dose validation of the 

different jaw/MLC combinations on the Clinac iX with the 

120MLC.  

 

3.3. Patient QA 

 

An in-depth analysis was performed on the two test patients 

made for this purpose on the Clinac iX. Table 3a aims to 

summarize the obtained measurements compared to the dose 

calculations. In the left half of the table, the D measurements 

in Ruby show good agreement with the dose calculations for 

almost all lesions. AAAres1.0
  reports a slightly lower 

maximum dose than AXBres1.0 , especially at the level of the 

smallest lesion of the '2Meta' patient. This lesion is the only 

one for which one of the D measurements shows an 

underdosage of more than 3% for AXBres1.0. The positive sign 

of the dose deviation for the Pp3D indicates that the detector's 

diameter is too large for this lesion. For the other lesions, 

however, Pp3D measurements are most satisfactory. 

The right half of table 3a summarizes the evaluation by means 

of the 1000SRS/Oct4D systems. We judged the 3D gamma 

evaluation score for the 70 % isodose volume (3D (iso70%)) 

to be the most representative statistical parameter for data 

interpretation. On Oct4D_Maxi, AAAres1.0 calculations show 

inferior agreement to the measurement than AXBres1.0 

calculations. For nearly all plans, the dose tolerance needs to 

be relaxed to 5% to obtain a 99% PR, a condition that is 

already achieved for a 3% dose limit when using AXBres1.0. 

This difference between AAA and AXB is only prominent in 

Oct4D_Maxi and not in Oct4D_Mini; illustrating that the 

tendency of AAA to underestimate the dose in narrow MLC 

openings becomes more pronounced with increasing depth. 

For AXB, no such depth dependence could be deduced from 

the Oct4D data. Even so, nearly all plans do reach a 99% PR 

for the 5%L,1mm criteria. The only exception is the non-

coplanar treatment of the double lesion, for which only the 

AXB calculation on Oct4D_Mini passed the 99% PR with a 

dose tolerance of at least 5%. This poor outcome is due to the 

inappropriate use of the total dose rather than the field-by-

field evaluation. For the coplanar and nearly coplanar dose 

delivery, the Oct4D without couch rotation still results in a 

reasonable representation of the patient 3D dose distribution. 

For a single lesion located at isocentre, this method even 
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holds for the radically non-coplanar arc setup 

('1Meta_nonCP') as the high dose is delivered to isocentre 

regardless of the couch rotation. For the multiple lesions case, 

however, the high dose peaks are no longer situated at 

isocentre and the absence of the true couch rotation during 

QA makes the resulting 3D dose totally unrepresentative of 

the patient 3D dose: high dose areas in the non-rotated 

phantom do not necessarily correspond to high dose areas in 

the patient and vice versa. As the 70% isodose becomes a 

clinically irrelevant parameter in this summed dose matrix, 

the importance of the poor outcome of the 3D (iso70%) is 

equally hard to judge. The different arcs of this non-coplanar 

dose delivery were therefore evaluated on an individual basis 

and each of the arcs showed a PR of the same quality as the 

total plans for the coplanar and nearly coplanar cases, thereby 

confirming the adequate agreement between dose calculation 

and delivery for every arc individually. 

 

The third part of table 3 lists a representative selection of 

stereotactic arc treatments on the NovalisTX for which pre-

treatment QA was performed with Oct4D_Mini. Results are 

markedly inferior to those obtained on the Clinac iX: none of 

the plans come even close to achieving 99% PR for the 

3%L,1mm criteria and even for the lenient 5%L,1mm 

settings, only 4 out of 10 plans pass. As most of these are 

single lesion cases, the deviations can not be attributed to the 

use of an inappropriately summed plan for non-coplanar 

delivery. On the contrary, for some cases individual arcs were 

compared to their corresponding calculation and similarly 

low-grade outcomes were observed. Dose calculations with 

AXBres1.0 did not bring about a systematic improvement. Only 

two obvious differences exist between both treatment units: 

the algorithm configurations and the MLC type. As it was 

observed during algorithm validation that for the very small 

MLC fields results are better for the beam data configured on 

the Clinac iX than those on the NovalisTX, treatment plans 

on the NovalisTX were recalculated with the Clinac iX 

algorithm version and vice versa. Although these 

recalculations confirmed the slight improvement when using 

the Clinac iX algorithm configuration, they were insufficient 

to explain the marked inferiority of the results for patient QA 

on the NovalisTX. The additional problems are therefore 

Table 3: Overview of the QA results obtained on SRT treatment plans verified by means of point dose measurements in Ruby and by means of the 

1000SRS/Oct4D system. Parallel validations with all methods on the Clinac iX are presented in part (a): single('1M') and multiple lesions('2M') were 

treated with non-coplanar ('_nonCP'), coplanar ('_CP') and nearly coplanar ('_nearCP') arc geometries. For the point dose measurements in Ruby, the 

percent deviations between the calculated and measured dose is given for every lesion. The '2M' plans therefore have two values per plan: the smallest 

deviation always corresponds to the largest lesion. The right half of part (a) lists the percentages of points that pass the 3D analysis within the 70% 

isodose volume. Local dose difference criteria were varied fro 3%L to 5%L, while the DTA was kept fixed at 1mm. The scores are given for Oct4D_Maxi 

as well as for Oct4D_Mini. Part (b) of the table only lists results for Oct4D_Mini measurements compared to AAAres1.0 dose calculations as this is what 
is currently used in clinical routine on the NovalisTX. Scores are shown for a representative selection of 10 patients (P1-P10). 

a. Clinac iX, 120MLC 

 Ruby & D Ruby & Pp3D Oct4D_Maxi 

3D (iso70%), DTA = 1mm 

Oct4D_Mini 

3D (iso70%), DTA = 1mm 

AAAres1.0 ACUres1.0 AAAres1.0 ACUres1.0 

ΔAAAres1.0 ΔACUres1.0 ΔAAAres1.0 ΔACUres1.0 3%L 5%L 3%L 5%L 3%L 5%L 3%L 5%L 

1M_NonCP -1.3% -0.5% -0.7% 0.1% 96.7 100 100 100 99.6 100 99.7 100 

1M_CP -2.5% -1.2% -1.2% 0.3% 97.8 99.8 100 100 99.6 99.8 99.7 99.9 

1M_nearCP -2.4% -1.1% -1.6% -0.3% 95.1 99.1 99.6 100 99.7 100 100 100 

2M_nonCP -0.7% 

-1.8% 

0.1% 

0.0% 

-0.8% 

4.0% 

0.1% 

5.9% 84.4 92.2 94.9 97.5 92 98 94.4 99.5 

2M_CP -1.6% 

-3.3% 

0.0% 

0.1% 

-0.6% 

5.8% 

1.2% 

7.1% 98.8 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

2M_nearCP -1.7% 

-5.0% 

0.1% 

-3.9% 

-1.5% 

6.7% 

0.3% 

8.0% 98.3 100 99.7 100 99.9 100 99.8 100 

 

b. NovalisTX, HDMLC 

 

Oct4D_Mini  

3D (iso70%), DTA = 

1mm 

AAAres1.0 

3%L 5%L 

P1 83.4 95.3 

P2 81.6 100 

P3 67.1 90.9 

P4 94.4 100 

P5 74.9 91.1 

P6 96.9 99.9 

P7 88.2 97.8 

P8 77.5 99.9 

P9 64.6 93.9 

P10 82.6 99.8 
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suspected to be related to the HDMLC, in particular to the 

underestimation of the dose in areas of considerable 

asynchronous leaf movement, resulting in a pronounced 

tongue and groove effect. Although the exact impact of this 

effect is difficult to quantify, from the leaf movement one can 

judge whether a dose delivery will be subject to a lot of 

tongue and groove effect or not. The simple observation of 

the leaf movement for the different plans listed in table 3 

supports the hypothesis that HDMLC VMAT arcs with more 

pronounced asynchronous leaf movement indeed have lower 

pass rates. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Careful and systematic benchmarking of commercially 

available dosimetry equipment requires time and effort but 

this investment is easily won back when the practical 

knowledge gained from it can be put to good use when 

choosing an appropriate detector for a specific task at hand, 

when interpreting measurement results (knowing their 

expected precision) or when troubleshooting. Without 

appropriate, TPS independent benchmarking, one cannot be 

certain if observed deviations are detector or TPS related, or 

both. This is especially true for stereotactic treatments where 

very small dimensions and high dose (rate) delivery are 

combined, pushing both the detector and the dose calculation 

to the limits of their capabilities.  

 

Combining the step-by-step detector evaluation with 

background knowledge of the dose calculation algorithm 

configuration firstly helps with the detector choice for beam 

data acquisition. When upgrading an existing AAA or AXB 

configuration – typically already configured down to a 3x3 

cm2 field size – to include small field dose calculation, the 

only data that really need to be added are the small field 

output factors. As all diode detectors were found to be equally 

suitable for this, and as most radiotherapy departments have 

at least one of these available, no additional purchases need 

to be made for this part of the stereotactic treatment 

implementation. Note that, while the appropriate detector 

choice may be important, it is also essential to carefully verify 

(and possibly adjust) the jaw calibration before initiating the 

output factor measurements.  

When basic beam data for AAA and/or AXB need to be 

acquired from scratch, however, our preferred detector for 

PDD and profile scans would be the Sf3D as this detector can 

comfortably be used for the whole field range (from 2x2 to 

40x40 cm2). Even though depth dose and profile data for the 

2x2 cm2 field size are not actually required and contribute 

very little –if anything- to the algorithm configuration, the 

2x2 cm2 PDD acquisition can be put to use for the algorithm 

validation. The Sf3D can also be used for output factor 

measurements down to 3x3 cm2, below which one needs to 

switch to one of the diode detectors or to the D. Although 

the D is definitely the most versatile detector as it can go 

down to 1x1 cm2 (for PDDs, profiles and output factors) 

because of its excellent spatial resolution, on the down side it 

has a low sensitivity and requires considerably longer 

sampling times to achieve good signal-to-noise ratio. This 

may not look like a big disadvantage on paper, but when 

acquiring beam data it does start to feel like one as the 

evening progresses. In addition, as the 1x1 cm2 PDD and 

profile scans are in any case totally ignored during the 

configuration process, there is little benefit in using the D 

for beam data acquisition. The inferior resolution of the Sf3D 

is not an issue for the Eclipse basic beam data acquisition as 

the penumbra region is also ignored during the configuration 

process. However, if high resolutions profiles or small field 

PDDs do need to be acquired in a water phantom for purposes 

other than the AAA or AXB configuration, our preference 

would go to the dSRS because of its high sensitivity and its 

good agreement with the ion chamber in the low dose areas 

(below the MLC or below the jaws) at all depths. 

 

While very little – if any – additional equipment needs to be 

foreseen for the algorithm configuration, validation can be 

extremely cumbersome without the appropriate tools. Past 

incidences in different radiotherapy centers as well as our 

own validation results clearly demonstrate that accurate 

absolute dose calculation in small fields is not a given. 

A minimum requirement for validation and subsequent 

patient QA would be a high resolution single detector that 

shows good directional independence (such as the D or 

Pp3D) and a small solid water phantom in which to fit the 

detector (such as an assortment of small solid water blocks of 

several thicknesses or a phantom like Ruby). The static 

MLC/jaw combinations provide a simple test and a good 

indication of the accuracy of the absolute dose calculation 

that can be expected for small MLC openings in different jaw 

sizes. We have observed that some algorithm configurations 

give better results than others but we have not been able to 

determine the underlying cause, making it all the more 

advisable to effectively perform such measurements. When 

carried out with a single detector in a water phantom, these 

test do take some time, but when solid water blocks or a 

phantom like Ruby are available, and the plans have been 

prepared in Eclipse beforehand, 15 minutes machine time 

suffice for the whole measurement sequence. For point dose 

validation of the conformal and RA arc treatments during the 

validation process, Ruby was most successful in combination 

with the D, but the Pp3D can also be used as long as one is 

aware of its tendency to underestimate the actual dose as field 

dimensions become very small (≤ 1 cm). The Pp3D has the 

drawback of possibly reporting overly optimistic agreement 

for field sizes for which both the detector and the dose 

calculation underestimate the actual dose. Although spherical 

phantoms exist and have the distinct advantage of being 

directionally independent by design, we have a preference for 

geometric structures with flat surfaces as they are easy to 

place on the treatment couch (or couch extension), to align to 

the field crosshairs and lasers and they do not need any 
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specific mounting accessory to prevent them from rolling. 

The geometric structure is also easily matched to its CBCT 

image, further facilitating accurate phantom setup. With a 

directionally independent detector inserted, this very simple 

phantom allows accurate point dose verification of the patient 

treatments in the exact same geometry as the actual treatment 

plan, including couch rotations. While the QA procedure is 

quite straightforward for single lesion treatments at isocentre, 

it becomes more cumbersome and error-prone for treatments 

with multiple lesions as a separate verification plan needs to 

be made per lesion and each time, the detector needs to be 

positioned at the center of the lesion rather than at isocentre. 

As we find that we treat more and more multiple lesions with 

a single isocentre, this is an important drawback. In addition, 

the single point dose measurement is just that: a single point 

dose. It does not provide any information on the location or 

accuracy of the dose drop-off at the edge of the target, even 

though this is an important factor in stereotactic treatments. 

Nor can the single point measurement provide much 

assistance during trouble-shooting.  

For a more in-depth validation, the most efficient and 

multipurpose validation tool by far is the 1000SRS. While 

high resolution profiles can indeed be acquired in a water 

phantom like we have done, the acquisition process is tedious 

and the analysis is cumbersome as it requires extensive 

manual data manipulation before an actual comparison with 

the TPS data can be performed in third party data analysis 

software. Great care needs to be taken when converting the 

measured profiles into absolute dose, but as the absolute dose 

level is one of the weak links in the dose calculation, this step 

is quite essential. As the profiles extracted from the 

orthogonally irradiated 1000SRS array compared so well to 

the water phantom profiles obtained with the D or dSRS at 

all three depths (5, 10 and 15 cm), profile acquisitions in the 

water phantom were further abandoned and replaced by 2D 

planar dose measurements with the 1000SRS instead. In fact, 

both the small MLC output factor data (down to 0.5x0.5 cm2) 

and the profile comparisons experimentally reflect a spatial 

resolution that would be of the order of ~1 mm instead of the 

2.4 resolution defined by the actual chamber dimensions. The 

previously reported dose rate and field size dependences of 

the 1000SRS [56] were simply handled through an 

appropriate choice of cross-calibration conditions: we mostly 

used a 4x4 cm2 or 5x5 cm 2 rather than a 10x10 cm2 reference 

field and irradiated at maximum dose rate (600MU/min for 

6MV, 1000MU/min for 6MV_SRS). The static validation 

fields were always delivered with this constant, maximum 

dose rate and the high dose levels of the real treatment plans 

cause the dose rate to always be at (or close to) its maximum 

level as well, even for RA treatments. 

For validation of the stereotactic arc treatments, the 1000SRS 

needs to be combined with the Oct4D rotational phantom. 

Both the Oct4D_Maxi and Oct4D_Mini were validated 

independently of the TPS dose calculation and both were 

found to give equally reliable measurement based dose 

reconstructions. Although the 3D dose is slightly better 

reconstructed when phantom-specific PDD sets (PDD85 and 

PDD91.5, respectively) are used, the effect of this is only 

apparent in static acquisitions of single fields but hardly 

visible in dose reconstructions of rotational deliveries. As we 

now have both PDD sets available, we do alternate between 

them accordingly, but from a practical point of view, it can 

be safely assumed that a single PDD set suffices for patient 

QA. Although both phantom diameters produce correct dose 

reconstructions, there are a few practical disadvantages to the 

Oct4D_Maxi compared to Oct4D_Mini with respect to 

stereotactic plan QA. Firstly, the large diameter regularly 

invokes memory problems in the Eclipse TPS because of the 

1 mm calculation grid (for both AAA and AXB), causing the 

dose calculation to fail. And even if the calculation in the full 

phantom is successful, the calculation process takes a very 

long time and the exported dose file is so large that memory 

issues sometimes arise in the Verisoft software as well. It is 

therefore advisable to reduce the calculation volume but this 

needs to be done manually, hindering automated verification 

plan creation. In addition, our data have shown that AAA 

results are inferior in the large phantom. Although this is 

attributed to a genuine deviation in the dose calculation, it 

may be argued that 15 cm could be too large a depth to reflect 

clinical relevance, especially for intracranial stereotactic 

treatments. None of these issues are encountered with the 

Oct4D_Mini. The one drawback encountered with both 

Oct4D compositions, on the other hand, is the removal of 

planned couch rotations, in the phantom calculation as well 

as in the delivery. For single lesions or for multiple lesions 

with (nearly) coplanar treatment arcs, it is sufficient to 

compare the summed doses of the different arcs to the total 

calculated dose by means of the 3D(iso 70%) and visual 

assessment of the summed data. For multiple lesions treated 

with a single isocentre and a radically non-coplanar setup, 

this summed dose without couch rotation becomes totally 

distorted and impossible to interpret. For these cases, the 

results are preferably analyzed for each individual arc. 

Although this is more time-consuming on the analysis side, it 

does not add any machine time to the QA procedure and it is 

still much more efficient and less error-prone than the 

repetitive treatment delivery per lesion with Ruby. 

 

From the algorithm validation performed on Clinac iXs and 

the NovalisTX, we can draw a number of general 

conclusions. Firstly, one conclusion holds for all dose 

calculations: if deviations are observed in the high dose area, 

they are always underestimates of the true dose. Secondly, a 

large error that can easily be made and subsequently 

overlooked is the accidental use of the 2.5 mm dose 

calculation grid. As the default calculation resolution is 

usually set to 2.5 mm for standard treatments, the planner 

needs to actively change this resolution when performing 

stereotactic treatment optimization. Fortunately, when a 

verification plan is created on a phantom, it uses the same 

calculation resolution as the plan of origin and the QA will 

detect the dose discrepancy. Third, near-identical looking 

basic beam data can result in beam configurations of different 

precision. This needs to be investigated further as it points 
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towards instability in the algorithm configuration. Although 

it cannot be helped for now, it can at least be diagnosed, 

allowing the physicist to estimate beforehand how accurate 

the final dose calculation will be and to take this into account 

during plan evaluation. In our study, excellent results (<3%) 

were obtained on the Clinac iX units with AXBres1.0. On the 

NovalisTX, this accuracy was only achieved for simple MLC 

field dimensions of at least 2 cm. Fourth, while the Eclipse 

modeling of the dynamic MLC appears satisfactory for the 

120MLC, it is the cause of additional deviations for the 

HDMLC on the NovalisTX. The overall MLC transmission 

can only be modeled by a single parameter in Eclipse, 

regardless of the leaf width. While a sensible average value 

for all leaves can be determined for the 120MLC, for the 

HDMLC the overall MLC transmission is noticeably higher 

for the high definition central leaves than for the outer leaves. 

Even more important than the transmission could be the 

tongue and groove model. The dose calculation is too low in 

areas irradiated through highly asynchronous leaf movement. 

This effect is moderate for the 120MLC but can go up to 8% 

for the HDMLC. As a result of the above, ironically, 

dosimetric results for the stereotactic treatments are better on 

the conventional Clinac iX units than on the NovalisTX. 

 

Having benchmarked the QA equipment and the dose 

calculation precision, a decision needs to be made regarding 

the acceptance criteria to be used for patient QA. The 

traditional 3%G,3mm gamma evaluation (with a 95 % pass 

rate) is ill adapted to the clinical needs of stereotactic 

treatments on almost all aspects. Firstly, it would be 

unrealistic to state that a 3% accuracy in the high dose area is 

mandatory. Given the traditional dose prescription to the 50, 

70 or 80% isodose level (depending on the delivery approach) 

around the target and the ensuing dose non-uniformity within 

the target, dose homogeneity in the target is not the goal in 

stereotactic treatment planning. The goal is to achieve the 

prescribed lower dose limit tightly shaped around the target. 

Within the target, the dose can go up to 100%, but there is no 

consensus on whether or not this is clinically necessary. 

Underestimating the true dose to the lesion by a few percent 

is therefore no cause for alarm. However, when deviations 

become larger than e.g. 5%, the clinician's opinion could be 

invoked to decide whether the measured overdosage at the 

level of the lesion is acceptable. Secondly, while we are 

willing to be considerably more lenient on the maximum dose 

at the level of the lesion, we do not wish to allow for a 3 mm 

imprecision on the penumbra. The spatial precision of the 

gradient fall-off is an important aspect of the treatment. The 

DTA is therefore set to 1 mm. Admittedly, this is very close 

to the positional precision that can be achieved with the 

1000SRS/Oct4D phantom setup. It is therefore sometimes 

necessary to perform an alignment of the measured and 

calculated 3D dose matrices in the Verisoft software. From 

the validation of a cohort of real patient plans, we have found 

that a 5%L,1mm gamma analysis on the 70% isodose volume 

gives a score that is representative for the clinically relevant 

agreement between measurement and calculation. Even so, 

we use this gamma analysis only as a guideline rather than as 

a pass/fail filter. We find that for these small volumes, for 

now, visual inspection of the data in e.g. the three orthogonal 

planes provides the most relevant and efficient analysis.  

V. CONCLUSION 

A compact procedure for benchmarking the different detector 

systems (from point dose to 3D dose) eligible for SRT 

measurements provided a clear and practical overview 

regarding their expected accuracy and their possible 

applications: 

Embedding small field dose calculations into an already 

existing AAA and AXB algorithm configuration merely 

requires the additional input of small field output factors 

(down to 1x1 cm2). For this, all diodes and the D were found 

to be suitable. As quality and safety guidelines on SRT stress 

the need for TPS validation as well as patient-specific 

treatment QA, it is advantageous to select multipurpose 

detector systems that can serve for both. A single detector that 

is directionally independent is mandatory to permit 

verification of the total dose delivered through non-coplanar 

arcs. The D is most suitable for this, but the Pp3D can also 

be used. When inserted into a phantom such as Ruby, the 

single detector can be used for the most basic validation of 

the TPS as well as for the most complex RA dose verification. 

The point dose measurement provides a relevant verification 

of the dosimetric precision of the high dose level (in static or 

arc delivery), but does not provide any reassurance on the 

location of the dose fall-off. The latter can easily and reliably 

be verified with the 1000SRS/Oct4D combination. Whereas 

the Oct4D_Mini has some practical advantages over the 

Oct4D_Maxi, both systems were carefully validated and – 

when appropriately cross-calibrated - provide equally reliable 

measurement-based dose reconstructions. 

Using the above selected detector systems, AAA and AXB 

validation on the Clinac iX (120MLC) and the NovalisTX 

(HDMLC) revealed differences in algorithm precision 

between different treatment units. As the origin of this 

difference remains unknown, it further emphasizes the need 

to validate individual algorithm configurations. It was also 

found that the Eclipse modeling of the HDMLC should be 

further improved, especially with respect to the tongue and 

groove effect. On the Clinac iX, the obtained results were 

excellent for AXB and AAA, undoubtedly within clinical 

acceptance. On the NovalisTX, results were inferior to the 

Clinac iX. Because of the above mentioned deviations, the 

calculated dose systematically underestimated the real dose 

by a few percent (2-7%, depending on the patient plan). But 

also for the NovalisTX, all results were judged to be within 

clinical acceptance for SRT treatments.  
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